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ABSTRACT Fulcrum coding combines a high-field outer Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) that
generates outer coding expansion packets with a small-field inner RLNC that combines the source packets
and the outer coding expansion packets. This two-layer Fulcrum coding allows flexible decoding in receivers
with heterogeneous computational capabilities. Fulcrum coding has so far only been studied for conventional
dense RLNC, which randomly selects all coding coefficients, and only for a statically fixed number of outer
expansion packets. However, the probability that the coding coefficient row of a newly received packet
is linearly independent of prior received coding coefficient rows (a prerequisite for successful decoding) is
highly dynamic.We propose to exploit the dynamics of this probability to reduce the computational complex-
ity of Fulcrum coding. In particular, we vary the density of non-zero coding coefficients, i.e., equivalently,
the sparsity of coding coefficients, and the number of outer expansion packets to keep the complexity low
while maintaining a reasonably high decoding probability. We introduce the general principles of dynamic
sparsity and expansion packets (DSEP) for Fulcrum coding as well as two specific example DSEP policies.
Our evaluations indicate that DSEP Fulcrum can increase the encoding throughput tenfold and increase
the decoding throughput 1.4 to 4.3 fold while achieving decoding probabilities that are typically less than
1% lower than the conventional Fulcrum decoding probabilities. We also find that DSEP achieves somewhat
higher encoding and decoding throughputs than the CodornicesRq (Release 2.1) implementation of RaptorQ
block coding for small blocks (generations) of source packets, while RaptorQ is substantially faster for
large generation sizes. Furthermore, we develop and evaluate an elementary DSEP recoding mechanism that
achieves a recoding throughput more than double the decoding throughput.

INDEX TERMS Computational complexity, heterogeneous devices, random linear network coding (RLNC),
RaptorQ, recoding, sparsity, throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION
Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) has the
potential to greatly improve the performance of unreliable
complex communication networks, including body area
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networks [3], cellular and radio access networks [4], [5],
vehicular and wireless sensor networks [6], [7], and general
wireless networks [8]–[12], as well as unreliable complex
information technology infrastructures, such as data caching
infrastructures [13]–[15]. One main hurdle that prevents the
widespread adoption of RLNC in communication networks
and information technology systems is the computationally
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highly demanding matrix multiplication and matrix inversion
required for RLNC decoding [16]–[19]. While the computa-
tional capabilities of network nodes are generally increasing
and some senders and receivers have abundant computational
capabilities [20], [21], a wide range of senders and receivers
will continue to have limited computational capabilities for
the foreseeable future. For instance, the emerging Inter-
net of Things (IoT) paradigm features large numbers of
low-cost senders and receivers with limited computational
capabilities [22]–[25] that need to reliably communicate over
error-prone wireless links and networks. On the other hand,
due to emerging ultra-low-delay services and applications,
there is a trend to push some service computing from the
multi-access edge cloud (MEC) towards the clients and to
let an ad hoc cloud of clients collaborate with the MEC [20],
[21]. To make this involvement of clients in service comput-
ing feasible, it is critical to keep other workloads, e.g., from
RLNC encoding and decoding, low.

The recently introduced Fulcrum RLNC [26] has
addressed this high computation demand with a two-layer
RLNC structure: An outer coding operates in a large Galois
field GF(2h), e.g., with h = 8 (also referred to as high
field), while an inner coding operates in the small GF(2)
(low field). While this two-layer Fulcrum RLNC is still
computationally complex at the encoder, Fulcrum enables
three possibilities for the decoding: A low-complexity inner
decoding in GF(2), a high-complexity outer decoding in the
large GF(2h), and a combined decoding involving a mixture
of operations in both fields. The Fulcrum coding introduced
in [26] utilized a static number of expansion packets in the
high field GF(2h) and employed dense coding in the sense
that each coding coefficient was uniformly randomly drawn
from the respective GF .

Recently sparse RLNC has emerged as a promising strat-
egy for reducing the computational complexity of conven-
tional (non-Fulcrum) RLNC encoding and decoding [27]–
[32].
In this study, we advance the fields of Fulcrum coding and
sparse RLNC by investigating sparse RLNC in the context
of Fulcrum coding. We first examine static (fixed) levels of
sparsity for the outer coding, the inner coding, as well as
both the outer and inner coding in Fulcrum in Section III.
We find that sparse inner coding combined with conventional
dense outer coding, which we abbreviate to SIDO, achieves a
good compromise between high coding throughput and high
decoding probability.

Next, in Section IV, we introduce and evaluate dynamic
SIDO that adapts the sparsity level of the inner coding accord-
ing to the number of linearly independent coded packets
at the receiver, i.e., the so-called receiver rank. Moreover,
we dynamically vary the number of outer expansion packets
that are utilized in the inner coding, resulting in the concept
of dynamic sparsity and expansion packets (DSEP) Fulcrum,
which is the main contribution of this article. We evaluate
two example DSEP policies through extensive simulations.
We find that DSEP Fulcrum vastly increases the encoding

TABLE 1. Summary of main notations.

throughput (typically by over an order of magnitude) and
achieves moderate decoding throughput increases (1.4 to
4.3 fold) compared to conventional Fulcrum coding. These
throughput increases reflect the reductions in the encoding
and decoding computational complexities achieved by DSEP
Fulcrum. We confirmed that these complexity reductions
are achieved at the expense of only slightly reduced decod-
ing probabilities (typically less than 1% lower) compared
to conventional Fulcrum. We also verified that these DSEP
performance improvements are nearly maintained by prac-
tical feedback-free DSEP operation that assumes that the
receiver rank is equal to the number of transmitted coded
packets. Even for packet loss probabilities of 10% during net-
work transport, the practical feedback-free DSEP operation
achieves approximately 1.5 times higher decoding through-
put and essentially the same decoding probabilities as con-
ventional Fulcrum. We make the DSEP code base publicly
available at https://github.com/nguyenvutud/DSEP.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. BACKGROUND ON FULCRUM CODES
The main notations are summarized in Table 1. Consider a
sender transmitting a batch of n data packets, typically called
a generation (or block), to the receivers. Fulcrum coding
expands the set of original packets P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}
into n + r packets, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The r expansion
packets are created with outer coding coefficients c`,j, that are
randomly selected by the encoder from GF(2h) [26], as

o` =
n∑
j=1

c`,jpj, ` = 1, 2, . . . , r . (1)

These r expansion packets o` along with the n original
data packets pj are now treated as a new batch of pack-
ets {p1, p2, . . . , pn} ∪ {o1, o2, . . . , or } = O = {oj, j =
1, 2, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , n + r}, that will undergo the inner
encoding in GF(2). In particular, the inner encoding with the
inner coding coefficients λ`,j, that are randomly selected by
the encoder from GF(2), results in the inner coded packets

I` =
n+r∑
j=1

λ`,joj, ` = 1, 2, . . . . (2)

These inner coded packets I` are then sent throughout the
network. The inner coded packets can be easily recoded at
intermediate nodes and allow decoders to operate on either
the inner or outer code, or a combination thereof, depending
on the available computing power [36], [37]. A decoder that
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of Fulcrum outer and inner encoding [26] with n = 4 data packets and r = 2 expansion packets. The illustrated outer encoding is a
systematic encoding that treats the original data packets as outer coded packets [15], [33]–[35] while the r = 2 expansion packets are linear
combinations of the original data packets with outer coding coefficients c`,j from GF (2h). The n+ r = 6 outer coded packets form the packet set O, and
these packets in the set O are linearly combined with inner coding coefficients λ`,j from GF (2) to give the inner coded packets.

operates on the outer code has to perform particular steps to
convert the inner code to the outer code before decoding in
the high field GF(2h) [26], [37].

B. RELATED WORK
RLNC emerged from the compute-and-forward
paradigm [38]–[41], which recodes packets in intermediate
network nodes. RLNC can operate on blocks of source
packets or a sliding window covering multiple source pack-
ets [42]–[47]. We develop DSEP Fulcrum as a block code
that builds on RLNC block coding. Before reviewing related
RLNC research, we briefly review high-performance block
codes, which provide a useful comparison perspective for
this study. High-performance block codes have typically
low asymptotic computational complexity and achieve high
packet decoding probabilities. A prominent line of recent
high-performance block codes are Fountain codes [48]–[51]
and their variations, such as the Luby Transform (LT) [52]
and Raptor codes [53]–[55] (which are the basis for the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard [56]). Block
codes permit for recoding at intermediate network nodes
in some specific networking scenarios, e.g., scenarios that
permit so-called distributed LT coding [57], [58]. Generally,
the coded packets could be decoded and then re-encoded in
intermediate network nodes.

The RaptorQ code [59] is the basis for the forward
error correction considered by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) in the Request for Comments (RFC) 6330 [60]
and is used by the Advanced Television Systems Commit-
tee (ATSC) 3.0 standard. RaptorQ consist of a pre-coding
that generates intermediate symbols that are subsequently
LT coded. The RaptorQ pre-coding consist of a low-density
parity check code (LDPC) stage that operates in GF(2) and
a high-density parity check code (HDPC) stage that oper-
ates inGF(28). RaptorQ has linear asymptotic computational
complexity in the number n of source packets in a generation
and achieves a packet decoding probability of 99% when

decoding from n coded packets (i.e., without any received
extra coded packets) [56], [59]–[61]. RaptorQ has been con-
sidered for a wide range of communications applications,
e.g., [61]–[64].

RaptorQ allows for systematic coding, i.e., the source sym-
bols can be sent in uncoded form, followed by the transmis-
sion of coded packets. More specifically, the source symbols
are part of the encoding, and any combination of source
and repair symbols can be used to recover missing source
symbols. Systematic coding is important in practice: (i) to
reduce end-to-end latency, since the source symbols can
immediately be transmitted as they become available from
the application, instead of waiting for all n source symbols to
become available from the application and be encoded before
transmitting any symbols; (2) because in most applications,
there can be amix of receivers, some supporting forward error
correction (FEC) decoding, and some not, and thus it is cru-
cial to be able to send the source symbols for the benefits of
those receivers that do not have an FEC decoder. In contrast,
Fulcrum RLNC and the DSEP Fulcrum RLNC developed in
this article are non-systematic, sending all data in coded form.
The development of systematic forms of Fulcrum RLNC and
DSEP Fulcrum RLNC are important directions for future
research.

Regarding recoding at intermediate network nodes,
we note that a single RaptorQ decoding and re-encoding
along a multi-hop path has the same complexity as a single
RaptorQ encoding or decoding (without any packet header
blowup). Moreover, since RaptorQ coding is a linear com-
bination of intermediate symbols [60], one could specify
a linear combination vector as part of the packet header.
Such a linear combination vector could be represented with a
packet header structure similar to the RLNC packet header
structure [65], [66] and thus could keep track of linear
recodings in intermediate network nodes. We employ the
CodornicesRq (Release 2.1) implementation [67] of Rap-
torQ for our evaluations. CodornicesRq (Release 2.1) does
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not include the outlined linear combination vector packet
header structure. CodornicesRq (Release 2.1) can be used
for encoding, decoding, or recoding of blocks of at least
n symbols (when encoding, these are the source symbols;
when recoding or decoding, these are the received symbols).
The intermediate block is generated from these source sym-
bols or received symbols. Once the intermediate block is
generated, any symbol can be generated (when encoding,
this is used to generate repair symbols to be sent; when
recoding, this is used to generate recoded symbols for onward
transmission; when decoding, this is used to generate missing
source symbols).

One avenue for reducing the RLNC computational com-
plexity is to consider small Galois fields [68]–[72], at the
expense of reduced decoding probability due to higher prob-
abilities of linearly dependent coded packets. The Fulcrum
RLNC approach enables the flexible recoding and decod-
ing in either a small Galois field (mainly at the expense of
accumulating more coded packets to compensate for linear
dependencies) or a large Galois field (incurring the high
complexities), or a combination thereof [26]. An alternative
approach to reduce computation complexity is systematic
network coding [15], [33]–[35], which transmits the origi-
nal packets in uncoded form and inserts a small number of
coded packets into a generation to compensate for network
transport losses.We employ systematic network coding in the
outer coding of the sparse Fulcrum coding examined in this
study.

The other main alternative to reducing the RLNC com-
putational complexity is to utilize sparse coding coefficient
rows, with only a relatively small prescribed number of
non-zero coding coefficients. Sparse RLNC [73]–[78] has
been examined in a range of contexts, including broadcast
systems [79]–[81], data compression [82], and secure com-
munications [83]. The decoding probability and delay for
sparse RLNC have been analyzed in [84]–[88], while the
tuning of the sparsity has been examined in [89]–[92], and
sparsity for slidingwindowRLNC [42]–[47] has been studied
in [93], [94]. To the best of our knowledge, sparse RLNC has
not yet been examined in the context of the flexible Fulcrum
RLNC approach. The present study builds on the prior work
on sparse RLNC in non-Fulcrum contexts to devise and eval-
uate sparse forms of Fulcrum RLNC.

III. STATIC SPARSE FULCRUM CODING
A. ENCODING
The original Fulcrum encoding [26] (i) combines all original
data packets with uniformly randomly generated outer coding
coefficients c`,j in order to create the expansion packets, and
(ii) combines all original data packets as well as all expansion
packets with uniformly randomly generated inner coding
coefficients λ`,j in order to create the inner coded packets.
In contrast, we manipulate the outer and inner encoding by
adjusting the number of non-zero coding coefficients, i.e., the
sparsity of the outer and inner encoding.

Algorithm 1 Sparse Outer Fulcrum Encoding
Input: Gen. size n, data pkts. P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, # of

expansion pkts. r , sparsity level w
Output: Set of outer coded packets O

O← P
for ` = 1 to r do
Set of considered data pkts. for encoding J ← ∅,
initialize coded pkt. o`← E0, k ← 1
while k ≤ w do
j← Random value (data pkt) from {1, 2, . . . , n} \J
J ← J ∪ {j}
c`,j← Random value (cod. coeff.) from GF(2h)
o`← o` ⊕ (c`,jpj)
k ← k + 1

end while
O← O

⋃
{o`}

end for

Algorithm 2 Sparse Inner Fulcrum Encoding
Input: Gen. size n, # expansion pkts. r , set of orig. ∪ expan-
sion. pkts. O, sparsity level w,

Output: Inner coded packet I`
Set of considered pkts. J ← ∅, I`← E0, k ← 1
while k ≤ w do
j← Random value (pkt) from {1, 2, . . . , n+ r} \ J
J ← J ∪ {j}
I`← I` ⊕ oj
k ← k + 1

end while

The sparse outer Fulcrum encoding, as summarized in
Algorithm 1, combines only w, w ≤ n, of the original data
packets with outer coding coefficients c`,j that are randomly
selected from GF(2h) to form a given expansion packet o`.
(We neglect that the random selection gives with probability
1/2h a zero and assume for simplicity that all w randomly
selected coefficients are non-zero.) That is, effectively n−w
coding coefficients are zero, i.e., the corresponding n−w data
packets are not considered when forming the coded packet o`.

The sparse inner Fulcrum encoding, as summarized in
Algorithm 2, combines only w, w < (n + r)/2, packets
from the packet set O to form an inner coded packet I`.
Conventional inner Fulcrum coding for an inner coded
packet I` selects a randomGF(2) coding coefficient λ`,j, j =
1, 2, . . . , n + r , (which can be zero or one) for each of
the n + r packets in the set O. On average, half of the
n+ r coding coefficients λ`,j are zero, i.e., the corresponding
packets are not considered in forming the inner coded packet.
In Algorithm 2, we have modified the conventional algorithm
for GF(2) encoding [95] to only consider a uniform random
subset of w, w ≤ (n+ r)/2, out of the n+ r packets of setO
for forming a given inner coded packet I`. Effectively these
w packets correspond to the packets with a coding coefficient
λ`,j of one in conventional GF(2) coding. Accordingly, the
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sparsity definitions of the outer and inner Fulcrum coding
are subtly different: For the outer encoding, w, w ≤ n,
is the number of considered coding coefficients, which are
uniformly randomly drawn from GF(2h) (and could be zero
with a minuscule probability); for the inner encoding,w, w ≤
(n+ r)/2, is the number of non-zero (i.e., one-valued) GF(2)
coding coefficients (whereby the uniform random selection of
n+ r GF(2) coefficients would on average result in (n+ r)/2
one-valued coefficients).

In the following, we refer to the conventional encoding,
which is accomplished for w = n in the outer encoding
and for w = (n + r)/2 in the inner encoding as ‘‘dense’’.
Encodings with smaller w are referred to as ‘‘sparse’’. There
are three variations of the sparse Fulcrum codes:
• Sparse Inner–Sparse Outer (SISO): SISO applies sparse
encoding for both the outer and inner encoding.

• Sparse Inner–Dense Outer (SIDO): SIDO combines
conventional dense outer RLNC encoding with sparse
inner encoding with w < (n+ r)/2 in Alg. 2.

• Dense Inner–Sparse Outer (DISO): DISO combines
sparse outer encoding with w < n in Alg. 1 with con-
ventional dense inner encoding, which has on average
(n+ r)/2 one-valued inner coding coefficients.

B. RECODING AND DECODING
The conventional Fulcrum recoding functionalities remain
unchanged, i.e., typically, each intermediate node operates
as an inner encoder. More specifically, when an intermediate
node receives the GF(2) inner coded packets, the node stores
the packets in a buffer. The received packets are recoded with
new randomly drawnGF(2) coding coefficients to create new
coded packets for transmission to the next hops. In particular,
a randomly chosen half of the buffered packets are XORed
with each other to create a recoded packet, as examined in
Section V-C4. This recoding encompasses both the packet
data and the coding coefficient vector in the packet header,
so that the packet header size is not changed by the recoding
and the existing techniques for the compact representation of
the coding coefficient vectors, e.g., [66], can be applied.

The intermediate nodes can also use some other recoding
techniques. For instance, an intermediate node can recreate
the original code structure and generate the r additional
dimensions that are missing in the inner code, if the node
collects n linearly independent coded packets and then maps
back to the high fieldGF(2h) in order to decode the data with
outer decoding.

The decoder of sparse Fulcrum codes operates similarly to
its Fulcrum counterpart. In order to decode the coded packets,
the decoder can choose three types of decoding: inner, outer,
or combined decoding [26]. The only modification is that
a sparse Fulcrum decoder requires an additional parameter,
namely the density w. When the decoder uses outer or com-
bined decoding, it has exactly w non-zero outer coding coef-
ficients to match the outer encoding of the encoder. Encoders
and decoders can agree on the w value the same way they
agree on other key parameters, such as the generation size n.

C. EVALUATION
1) EVALUATION SETUP
We have implemented the three variations of sparse Ful-
crum codes using the Kodo library (kodo-fulcrum version
7.0) [96], see code at https://github.com/nguyenvutud/DSEP.
We have measured the encoding throughput and the decod-
ing throughput as well as the decoding probability with the
standard benchmarks available in the library. We have ini-
tially considered an end-to-end (one-hop) coding scenario,
where the source node (sender) encodes and the destina-
tion node (receiver) decodes, without recoding at interme-
diate network nodes. The decoding employed a progressive
decoder (on-the-fly version of Gauss Jordan algorithm [97])
that starts the decoding (coding coefficient elimination) with
the first received packet [16], [19]. The encoding throughput
is defined as the amount of payload data in a generation,
i.e., n× data packet size, divided by the encoding computation
time for n + r coded packets, including the outer encoding
and the inner encoding. The decoding throughput is defined
as the amount of payload data in a generation, i.e., n× data
packet size, divided by the decoding computation time for
recovering the n original data packets. Generally, the energy
consumption of RLNC encoding and decoding is linearly
proportional to the computational complexity; the encoding
and decoding throughput in turn is inversely proportional
to the computational complexity [98], [99]. Thus, a high
throughput indicates low energy consumption and vice versa.
The detailed evaluation of the energy consumption of DSEP
Fulcrum RLNC is left for future research.

Themeasurements were performed on a PCwith Intel Core
i5-4590 3.30 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. The data packet
size was 1500 bytes which mimics the maximum size of
Ethernet packets. The Galois field GF(2) was used for the
inner coding, while the outer coding was performed over the
Galois field GF(28). The number n of original packets in a
generation was varied from n = 16 to 1024. The number of
expansion packets was fixed to r = 2 and the sparsity level
was fixed to w = 5. We conducted over 1000 independent
replications for each evaluation scenario resulting in 95%
confidence intervals that are too tight to be visible in the plots.

2) THROUGHPUT RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the encoding and decoding throughputs.
We observe from Fig. 2(a) that the two sparse Fulcrum vari-
ations with sparse inner coding, i.e., SISO and SIDO Ful-
crum, achieve substantially higher encoding throughputs than
original (dense) Fulcrum encoding and DISO Fulcrum. The
encoding throughput differences between SISO and SIDO
Fulcrum on one hand, and original and DISO Fulcrum on
the other hand become particularly pronounced for large
generation sizes n. The main reason for the strong impact
of the sparse inner coding on the encoding throughput is
the systematic outer coding, which conducts actual encoding
operations only for the r = 2 expansion packets (the n origi-
nal data packets are simply copied over to become systematic
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FIGURE 2. Encoding and decoding throughput [MByte/s] of static sparse Fulcrum variations and original Fulcrum for different generation sizes n for
sparsity level w = 5 and r = 2 expansion packets.

‘‘coded packets’’ [15], [33]–[35]). Thus, the overall compu-
tational effort for the encoding is dominated by the inner
coding; even though the inner coding is conducted in the low-
complexity GF(2), all inner coded packets are combinations
of the outer coded packets. Sparse inner coding combines a
fixed number ofw = 5 outer coded packets, while dense inner
coding combines all n packets (more specifically, on average
(n+ r)/2 of the random GF(2) inner coding coefficients will
be one, i.e., (n + r)/2 outer coded packets will on average
be combined to form a dense inner coded packet). Thus,
the dense inner coding computation effort increases substan-
tially for increasing generation size n. Generally, the RLNC
encoding computational complexity scales on the order of
O(n2) [18], leading to the nearly linear encoding throughput
decrease with increasing n in the log-scale plot in Fig. 2(a).
In contrast, the fixed sparsity level w gives nearly constant
encoding throughput for increasing n in the log-scale plot
in Fig. 2(a).

We note that for a non-systematic outer encoding, the rela-
tive contribution of the outer encoding to the overall compu-
tation effort for the encodingwould increase and the encoding
throughput would be relatively higher for the sparse outer
coding schemes and relatively lower for the dense outer
coding schemes.

Returning to the systematic outer coding, we observe from
Fig. 2 that the impact of the sparse outer coding (comparison
of SISO vs. SIDO as well as DISO vs. original Fulcrum) is
significant, especially for small generation sizes n, e.g., DISO
achieves nearly twice the encoding throughput of original
Fulcrum for n = 16. For increasing generation size n, the
impact of sparse outer coding shrinks, mainly because the
outer encoding computation effort (for computing a fixed
number of r = 2 expansion packets as linear combinations
of the n data packets in GF(28)) shrinks relative to the inner

encoding computation effort (for linearly combining on aver-
age (n+r)/2 outer coded packets inGF(2)) as the generation
size n grows.
Turning to the decoding throughput in Fig. 2(b), we

observe similar underlying trends as for the encoding
throughput in Fig. 2(a). That is, SISO and SIDO Fulcrum
achieve higher decoding throughputs than DISO and original
Fulcrum, especially for large generation sizes n. For instance,
for the combined and outer decoders, SISO and SIDO Ful-
crum achieve more than double the decoding throughput of
DISO and original Fulcrum for generation sizes of n = 512
and 1024. We also observe from Fig. 2(b) that inner decoding
achieves higher decoding throughput than combined decod-
ing, which in turn achieves higher decoding throughput than
outer decoding. These differences are due to conducting the
decoding inGF(2), a mix ofGF(2) andGF(28), andGF(28),
respectively.

Generally, we observe from Fig. 2 that sparsity can achieve
much more pronounced throughput increases for encoding
(more than an order of magnitude for large n) compared to
decoding (only roughly a doubling). This is mainly because
decoding needs to eliminate all n (or n+r) coding coefficients
of an incoming coded packet, whereby the involved matrix
inversion scales generally with O(n3). In contrast, the encod-
ing only needs to linearly combine a fixed number of w
packets, irrespective of the generation size n.

3) DECODING PROBABILITY RESULTS
Fig. 3 shows the decoding probability of a generation of
n = 128 data packets as a function of the number of
received extra coded packets, whereby zero received extra
coded packets correspond to the receipt of n inner coded
packets. We observe from Fig. 3 that combined decoding
(which achieves the same decoding probabilities as outer
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FIGURE 3. Decoding probability of generation of n = 128 data packets for
different static sparse Fulcrum coding variations as a function of number
of received extra coded packets (beyond n received packets) for r = 2
expansion packets and sparsity level w = 5.

decoding [26]) achieves significantly higher decoding proba-
bilities than inner decoding, even when shifting the curves
for inner decoding by r = 2 packets to the left to com-
pensate for the fact that inner Fulcrum decoding require at
least n+ r received inner coded packets (whereas combined
and outer Fulcrum decoding requires at least n received
inner coded packets [26]). The lower decoding probability
of inner decoding is mainly due to the higher probability
of linearly dependent coding coefficient rows in GF(2) than
in GF(28).
We also observe from Fig. 3 that for a given decoder

type, original Fulcrum achieves the highest decoding prob-
abilities, followed by DISO, SIDO, and SISO. The dense
GF(2) inner coding coefficients have already a relatively
high probability of linear dependent coding coefficient rows.
Sparse inner coding reduces the number of non-zero GF(2)
coding coefficients, thus further increasing the probability
of linearly dependent coding coefficient rows. SISO suf-
fers from this high probability of linear dependent cod-
ing coefficient rows, which is only modestly compensated
by the sparse outer coded expansion packets. The dense
outer coding in SIDO compensates more strongly for the
inner coding dependencies, resulting in a substantial increase
of the combined decoding probability. DISO avoids the
reduction of the linear independence by employing dense
inner coding and only mildly suffers from the sparse outer
coding, achieving slightly higher decoding probabilities
than SIDO.

Overall, we conclude that SIDO represents a good
compromise between high throughput (Fig. 2) and high
decoding probability (Fig. 3) and we henceforth con-
sider SIDO as the underlying sparse Fulcrum variation
in the development and evaluation of DSEP Fulcrum.
DSEP can be analogously applied to the other sparse Fulcrum
variations.

IV. DYNAMIC SPARSITY COMBINED WITH DYNAMIC
EXPANSION PACKETS
A. OVERVIEW
This section introduces dynamic sparse coding in Fulcrum
in conjunction with dynamic tuning of the number of outer
coding expansion packets. Based on the performance results
for static sparse Fulcrum coding in Section III, we focus
on SIDO, i.e., dynamic sparse inner coding in this section.
As a foundation, we first analyze the probability of receiving
an innovative coded packet that increments the number i
of linearly independent coded packets at the receiver as a
function of the sparsity level w of the encoding and the
number r of expansion packets in Section IV-B. We then
introduce the principle of dynamic sparse Fulcrum coding in
Section IV-C and the principle of tunable expansion packets
in Section IV-D. Subsequently, we analyze the sparsity level
w, i.e., the number w of packets to combine in the inner
encoding, as a function of a varying number of expansion
packets µ in Section IV-E.

B. PROBABILITY OF LINEARLY INDEPENDENT CODED
PACKET
Suppose that in conventional RLNC a receiver has
received i, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, linearly independent
coded packets (out of a generation of n packets, i.e., n lin-
early independent packets are required for decoding). The
number i of received linearly independent coded packets is
also referred to as the rank of the receiver coding coefficient
matrix, or for brevity, the receiver rank. The probability that a
newly received coded packet with densityw/n (at most 0.5) is
innovative (linearly independent with respect to the i received
packets) has been bounded from below in [89] as

PRLNCinnov. (i, n) ≥ 1− (1− w/n)n−i. (3)

Due to the power law nature of the lower bound in Eqn. (3),
the lower bound stays very close to one up to relatively
large numbers i of received independent coded packets that
approach the generation size n. For instance, for the con-
ventional dense coding with w/n = 0.5 and a typical small
generation size n = 64, the lower bound values are 0.999 for
i = n − 8, 0.984 for i = n − 6, 0.937 for i = n − 4,
0.75 for i = n − 2, and 0.5 for i = n − 1. Larger generation
sizes n give very similar dynamics; the lower bound of PRLNCinnov.
depends mainly on the number n− i of additional innovative
packets that are missing to ‘‘fill the generation’’, i.e., to reach
n received linearly independent coded packets.
For Fulcrum encoding with r expansion packets, the den-

sity is w/(n+r) and the inner encoding matrix has dimension
(n + r) × (n + r). The inner Fulcrum decoder needs n + r
linearly independent coded packets, i.e., the probability for
a newly received coded packet to be innovative has to be
evaluated for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n+ r−1 (prior) received linear
independent coded packets:

PFulc., inn.innov. (i, n+ r) ≥ 1− (1− w/(n+ r))n+r−i. (4)
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On the other hand, the inner encoding matrix has dimen-
sion (n)× (n+ r) for an outer or combined Fulcrum decoder.
The outer or combined Fulcrum decoder needs n linearly
independent coded packets. Thus, the probability for a newly
received coded packet to be innovative has to be evaluated
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 (prior) received linear independent
coded packets:

PFulc., out.innov. (i, n) ≥ 1− (1− w/(n+ r))n−i. (5)

We initially assume perfect feedback, i.e., that the sender
has immediate accurate knowledge of the receiver rank i.
In Section V-C, we will compare operating without feedback,
i.e., assuming that the receiver rank i equals the number of
transmitted coded packets, to operating with perfect feed-
back. According to Eqns. (4) and (5), the expected number
of coded packets that is required to increase the number of
linearly independent coded packets from i to i + 1 can be
upper bounded by 1/PFulcr .innov. .

We define δ as a nominal prescribed number of extra coded
(overhead) packets. We suppose that δ is set sufficiently large
to ensure the decoding of the entire generation. We will con-
sider δ as an independent tuning parameter of the proposed
DSEP policies, as examined in detail in Section IV-C.We pro-
ceed to briefly analyze a lower bound for δ by summing over
an entire Fulcrum coded generation. Specifically, a receiver
with an inner decoder requires the reception of n+ r linearly
independent (inner) coded packets. The probability of the
event of the reception of a linearly independent coded packet
given i, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n + r − 1, (prior) received linear
independent coded packets is given by PFulc., inn.innov. (i, n+r), see
Ineq. (4). The expected number of packet receptions required
to receive a linearly independent packet is the inverse of
PFulc., inn.innov. (i, n+r). Thus, summing over the entire generation
gives

n+ r + δ ≥
n+r−1∑
i=0

1

PFulc., inn.innov. (i, n+ r)
. (6)

Following [89], we define the expected overhead for increas-
ing the number of linearly independent packets at the receiver
from i to i+ 1 as

γ (i, n+ r) =
1

PFulc., inn.innov. (i, n+ r)
− 1 (7)

and note that the nominal prescribed number δ of extra coded
packets should be larger than the actual number of extra coded
packets needed for obtaining n+r linearly independent coded
packets at the receiver, i.e.,

δ ≥

n+r−1∑
i=0

γ (i, n+ r). (8)

Analogously, a lower bound for δ can be obtained for
outer or combined decoding which requires n linearly inde-
pendent packets; thus, δ ≥

∑n−1
i=0 γ (i, n) =

∑n−1
i=0 (−1 +

1/PFulc., out.innov. (i, n)). For the outer or combined decoding,
the nominal prescribed number δ of extra coded packets

would be defined with respect to n transmitted inner coded
packets (whereas inner decoding considers δ with respect
to n + r transmitted inner coded packets). For consistency
and ease of comparison, we follow the convention of the
inner decoder for the rest of this paper, i.e., we consider the
nominal prescribed number δ of extra (inner) coded packets
with respect to n+ r (inner) coded packets.

C. PRINCIPLE OF DYNAMIC SPARSE FULCRUM CODING
Our goal is to define the density w/(n + r) as a dynamic
density that adapts according to the number i of received lin-
early independent coded packets. Thus, we define w(i), i =
0, 1, . . . , n+ r − 1, as the number of packets from the set O
of original data packets and expansion packets that are to be
combined for forming the next inner coded packet I`.Wewish
to express w(i) as a function of the receiver rank i and the
remaining Fulcrum encoding parameters, namely generation
size n, number r of outer coding expansion packets, and
parameter δ. There are two main avenues, namely setting the
probability of a received innovative packet PFulc.innov.(i, n) to a
constant or setting the overhead γ (i, n+ r) to a constant (that
is held fixed as the receiver rank i varies). We pursue the
analysis based on the overhead γ (i, n + r) in Section IV-E.
The overhead γ (i, n+ r) has been examined for conventional
RLNC with different levels of sparsity w, GF field sizes, and
generation sizes n in [95]. The results from [95] can be used
to set a suitable δ for a particular encoding scenario.

D. PRINCIPLE OF DYNAMIC EXPANSION PACKETS
This section introduces the principle of dynamic expansion
packets which adjusts the number of outer coding expansion
packets that are included in the coding of inner coded packets.
More specifically, a dynamic expansion packet protocol can
exploit the number i of received linearly independent coded
packets, i.e., the receiver rank i, to increase the number of
included expansion packets so as to maintain a high proba-
bility of linear independent coded packets at the receiver.

The r expansion packets in the conventional Fulcrum
encoding ensure a high probability of receiving linearly inde-
pendent packets and increase the robustness against packet
losses over error-prone networks. A small r is suitable
when linearly dependent coded packets and packet losses are
unlikely to occur. However, when there are frequent linearly
dependent coded packets or packet losses, then a larger r will
substantially increase the probability of linearly independent
coded packets and the resilience against packet losses.

The main idea of dynamic expansion packets is to generate
the inner coded packets without the expansion packets at the
beginning of a generation and then to increase the number of
expansion packets included in the formation of inner coded
packets towards the end of a generation. When nearing the
end of a generation, the decoder has collected a large number
i of linearly independent coded packets, which decreases the
probability of newly received coded packets being linearly
independent.
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More specifically, instead of including all n original
data packets and all r expansion packets in the forma-
tion of inner coded packets, i.e., summing up to n + r in
Eqn. (2), we define a new variable µ, 0 ≤ µ ≤ r ,
for the number of expansion packets that are considered
for the inner encoding. Formally, given the set of pack-
ets O = {p1, p2, . . . , pn, on+1, on+2, . . . , on+r } produced
by the outer encoding, the inner encoding includes a vari-
able number µ, 0 ≤ µ ≤ r , of the expansion packets
on+1, on+2, . . . , on+r , i.e.,

I` =
n+µ∑
j=1

λ`,joj, (9)

For µ = 0, no expansion packet is included in the lin-
ear combination forming the inner coded packet I`, i.e., for
µ = 0, the Fulcrum inner coding is equivalent to conventional
RLNC in GF(2).

E. SPARSITY LEVEL AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF
EXPANSION PACKETS µ AND RECEIVER RANK
When combining a dynamic sparsity level w(i) with a
dynamic number µ of expansion packets, the static (maxi-
mum) number r of expansion packets in Eqns. (4) and (5)
needs to be replaced with the actual number µ of expansion
packets that are considered for the encoding of the next inner
coded packet (that seeks to increment the receiver rank from i
to i+1). Thus, for Fulcrum inner decoding, where the number
i of (prior) received linearly independent packets increases up
to n+ µ− 1 (whereby µ can ultimately increase up to r),

PFulcr ., inn.innov. (i, n+ r) ≥ 1− (1− w/(n+ µ))n+µ−i. (10)

For Fulcrum outer decoding,

PFulcr ., outinnov. (i, n) ≥ 1− (1− w/(n+ µ))n−i. (11)

We derive the sparsity level, i.e., the numberw(i) of packets
to combine in the inner decoding, so as to meet a fixed
overhead of δ/(n + r) for each receiver rank i (as explained
in Section IV-C), i.e., we posit

γ (i, n+ r) =
δ

n+ r
∀i = 0, 1, . . . , n+ r − 1. (12)

We set the right-hand side of Eqn. (7) equal to the
right-hand side of Eqn. (12) and utilize Inequality (10)
for PFulc., inninnov. (i, n + r) to obtain an upper bound for w(i).
Noting that the density should not exceed half of the packets
in the setO considered for the inner encoding, i.e., should not
exceed (n+ µ)/2, we set the sparsity level to

w(i) = (n+ µ) min

{
1
2
, 1− n+µ−i

√
1−

n+ r
n+ r + δ

}
. (13)

We round the w(i) obtained from Eqn. (13) to the nearest
integer and always set at least one coefficient, i.e., set w(i)
at least to one.

V. DSEP POLICIES
This section first introduces example policies for jointly
dynamically adapting the number µ of expansion packets
and the sparsity level w in Sections V-A and V-B. Then,
Section V-C presents performance evaluation results for the
introduced policies.

A. EXAMPLE POLICY: DYNAMIC SPARSITY WITH
EXPANSION PACKETS REGION-BASED (DSEP-R)
For a given generation size n, maximum number r of expan-
sion packets, and nominal overhead δ, the DSEP-R policy
follows the region based approach from [31], referred to as
DTEP approach in [2]. In particular, regions are specified by
successive halving of the remaining set of missing packets.
We define the cut-off receiver rank values

c(k) =
⌊
n
2k − 1
2k

⌋
, k = 1, 2, . . . , r . (14)

For instance, for r = 4, these cut-off values are c(1) = bn/2c,
c(2) = b3n/4c, c(3) = b7n/8c, and c(4) = b15n/16c (which
for n = 64 equal 32, 48, 56, and 60). Then, we set µ = 0 for
receiver ranks i = 0, 1, . . . , c(1) and adjust w(i) according to
Eqn. (13). Then, for receiver ranks i = c(1) + 1, . . . , c(2),
we set µ = 1 and adjust w(i) according to Eqn. (13), and
so on. Finally, for receiver ranks i = c(r) + 1, . . . , n + r ,
we set µ = r and adjust w(i) according to Eqn. (13). When
an additional expansion packet is first added in, then the
corresponding coding coefficient λ is set to one.

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the sparsity level w(i) evaluated from
Eqn. (13) for the DSEP-R policy for a range of nominal num-
bers δ of extra coded packets. We observe from Fig. 4(a) that
a smaller δ increases the sparsity level w more aggressively
than larger δ. Intuitively, a smaller δ strives to achieve the
n + r linear independent packets at an inner decoder or the
n independent packets at a outer or combined decoder with a
smaller number of transmitted inner coded packets. Accord-
ingly, a smaller δ increases the number w of packets from
set O that are combined in the inner coding more quickly as
the number i of already received independent coded packets
increases so as to ensure that the next received coded packet
is with a higher probability linearly independent of all prior
received coded packets.

B. EXAMPLE POLICY: DYNAMIC SPARSITY WITH
EXPANSION PACKETS STEPPING UP (DSEP-S)
As noted in Section IV-B, the lower bound of PRLNCinnov. (i), see
Eqn. (3), stays very close to one up to a receiver rank i (i.e.,
number i of prior received independent coded packets) that
is quite close to the number n of packets in a generation.
Typically, up to a receiver rank i = n − 8, Pinnov. is very
close to one; for a receiver rank of i = n − 6 and higher,
Pinnov. quickly drops significantly, reaching Pinnov. = 0.5 for
the receiver rank i = n− 1. Thus, there is no need to include
the Fulcrum expansion packets in the inner coding when the
receiver rank i is typically eight or more below the generation
size n. On the other hand, there is a potential to significantly
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FIGURE 4. Sparsity level w(i ), i.e., the number w(i ) of packets from the set O that are combined in the inner encoding, according to Eqn. (13)
for DSEP Fulcrum as a function of the receiver rank i and the number µ of expansion packets for a generation of n = 100 data packets with a
maximum number of r = 4 expansion packets for different nominal prescribed numbers δ of extra coded packets. The number µ of expansion
packets follows the region-based DSEP-R policy in (a) and the stepping up DSEP-S policy with β = 4 in (b).

increase Pinnov. by including the Fulcrum expansion packets
in the inner encoding when the receiver rank is within six or
fewer coded packets of the generation size n.

Based on this insight, we specify the following stepping
up adjustment strategy. We define a ‘‘beginning parameter’’
β, 0 ≤ β ≤ n − r , that specifies the receiver rank
from where on the expansion packets should be included in
the inner coding. Specifically, if the receiver rank is below
n−r − β, then the expansion packets are not included in the
inner encoding. If the receiver rank is i = n−r − β, then
the first expansion packet is included in the inner coding of
the next packet (that seeks to increment the receiver rank to
i = n−r−β+1). In order to ensure that this expansion packet
is indeed included in the inner coding, the corresponding
coding coefficient λι,n+1 is set to one, where ι denotes the
number of the packet that is encoded at the sender after the
receiver has achieved a rank of n − r − β. Each successive
inner coded packet includes one additional expansion packet
in the inner coding, until the number of expansion packets
included in the inner coding reaches the available number r of
expansion packets for receiver rank i = n− r . Each time that
an additional expansion packet is for the first time included
in the inner coding, the corresponding coding coefficient λ
is set to one, as explained in more detail in the example
of Eqn. (15) below. All of the subsequent packets are inner
coded with r expansion packets. For a given value of the
number of expansion packets µ, the number of non-zero
coding coefficients w(i) is evaluated according to Eqn. (13).
We illustrate the inner coding coefficients λ for an example

with n = 7 data packets, r = 3 expansion packets, and δ = 3
extra coded (overhead) packets in Eqn. (15) for a scenario
where the number of transmitted coded packets equals the
receiver rank. The original packets are p1, p2, . . . , p7, and
the expansion packets are o1, o2, o3 which are random linear

combination of the original packets in GF(2h). Eqn. (15)
presents the matrix of the inner coding coefficients λ with
n + δ = 10 rows (δ = 3 extra coded packets) and n + r =
10 columns. For β = 0, the expansion is ‘‘turned on’’ for
coded packet n−r − β + 1 = 5 and the corresponding
coding coefficient λ5,8 is set to 1 (highlighted in red color
in Eqn. (15)):

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1


×



p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
o1
o2
o3


.

(15)

The last three rows correspond to the δ = 3 redundant (extra
coded) packets, which are generated with the highest sparsity
level w = (n+ r)/2.
The number of non-zero coding coefficientsw(i), i.e., spar-

sity level, of this stepping up adjustment policy is illustrated
for beginning parameter β = 4 and r = 4 expansion packets
for different nominal prescribed numbers δ of extra coded
packets in Fig. 4(b). We observe from Fig. 4(b) that similar
to Fig. 4(a), smaller δ leads to higher w(i). Moreover the
comparison of Figs. 4(a) and (b) reveals that the different
policies for increasing the number µ of considered expansion
packets have only a very minor impact on the w(i).

We note that the evaluation of the sparsity level w in both
Figs. 4(a) and (b) is based on approximating the lower bound
on the probability of linear independent packets PFulc.innov. in
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FIGURE 5. Encoding and decoding throughput [MByte/s] of DSEP, original Fulcrum, and RaptorQ for different generation sizes n; fixed parameter
δ = 20.

Inequality (4) as an equality. In order to examine the accuracy
of this approximation, we have evaluated the Mean Square
Error (MSE) between the probability values obtained from
simulations and the probability values obtained from the
lower bound along the trajectory of w(i) as a function of
the receiver rank i for the DSEP-R and DSEP-S policies,
i.e., along the trajectories in Fig. 4. We found that the MSEs
were in the range from 0.004 for δ = 5 to 0.06 for δ = 20.
Thus, the approximation is reasonably close to serve in a
practical DSEP protocol.

C. EVALUATION OF DSEP POLICIES
The section examines the throughput and decoding proba-
bility of the DSEP policies with the evaluation methodology
from Section III-C1.

1) THROUGHPUT RESULTS
Fig. 5 compares the encoding and decoding through-
puts of DSEP-S and DSEP-R with the original Fulcrum
approach. For consistency of the comparison, we consider
the encoding computation time for n+ r coded packets (and
do not consider the encoding computation time for any extra
inner coded packets, neither the nominal number of δ extra
coded packets in the DSEP approaches, nor any extra coded
packets required in the original Fulcrum approach for decod-
ing a generation). We observe from Fig. 5(a) that both DSEP
policies achieve substantially higher encoding throughputs
than the original Fulcrum approach. For the small generation
size n = 16, DSEP with r = 2 more than doubles the
encoding throughput; while for the large generation sizes
n = 512 and 1024, DSEP with both r = 2 and 10 increases
the encoding throughput approximately tenfold compared
to the original Fulcrum approach. These substantial encod-
ing throughput increases are due to the sparse inner coding
which is sped up by the reduced number of non-zero coding

coefficients in the DSEP approaches, see DSEP, δ = 20
curves in Fig. 4 compared to the original Fulcrum curves.
Recall from the discussion in Section III-C2 that a fixed spar-
sity level w gives a nearly constant encoding throughput for
increasing generation size n in the log-scale plot in Fig. 2(a).
With dynamic sparsity, the sparsity level (encoding density)
w is initially low when the receiver rank i is low, but the
encoding density w approaches the density of conventional
Fulcrum as the receiver rank approaches the generation size n.
Thus, the dynamic sparsity encoding throughput curves in
Fig. 5(a) fall essentially between the sparse inner coding
(SISO and SIDO) curves and the original Fulcrum curve
in Fig. 2(a).

We observe from Fig. 5(b) that the DSEP policies with
r = 2 significantly increase the decoding throughput com-
pared to the original Fulcrum approach. For each type of
decoder (inner, combined, and outer), DSEP-R increases
the decoding throughput roughly between 1.7 to 3 times
for generation sizes of n = 128 and larger compared to
the original Fulcrum, while DSEP-S increases the decod-
ing throughput between 1.7 to 4.3 times. These decoding
throughput increases with DSEP are again due to the reduced
number of non-zero coding coefficients (see Fig. 4). How-
ever, the decoding throughput increases with DSEP compared
to the original Fulcrum in Fig. 5(b) are not as large as the
corresponding encoding throughput increases in Fig. 5(a)
since the decoder needs to eliminate all n (or n + r) coding
coefficients.

For an additional comparison perspective of the DSEP Ful-
crum encoding and decoding throughputs, we compare with
the RaptorQ throughputs. Generally, encoding and decoding
throughputs depend on the code implementation. We con-
sider the CodornicesRq (Release 2.1) implementation of
RaptorQ [67], [100], which was created under the leader-
ship of M. Luby, who developed LT coding [52] and was
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TABLE 2. Decoding throughput [MByte/s] of DSEP policies, original Fulcrum, and RaptorQ for different generation sizes n and parameters δ for inner,
combined, and outer decoder.

instrumental in developing Raptor and RaptorQ [50], [60].
CodornicesRq prefers symbol sizes that are multiples
of 64 byes; therefore, we set the packet size to 1536 bytes
for the RaptorQ evaluations.

Fig. 5(a) shows the RaptorQ encoding throughput when
generating y = 5 and y = n+ 2 repair symbols. We observe
from Fig. 5(a) that a smaller number y of repair symbols
leads to a slightly higher encoding throughput. Comparing
DSEP and RaptorQ, we observe from Fig. 5(a) that DSEP
achieves substantially higher encoding throughput than Rap-
torQ for small generation sizes n; while for generation sizes of
n = 512 and larger, RaptorQ achieves higher encod-
ing throughput than DSEP. In interpreting these encoding
throughput results it is important to keep in mind that Rap-
torQ performs systematic encoding, i.e., the n source packets
can first be sent in uncoded form as they become available
from the application, followed by the y coded repair symbols.
In contrast, DSEP Fulcrum performs non-systematic coding,
i.e., the dense outer coding must be fully completed before
the first inner coded packet can be generated (according to the
sparse inner coding Algorithm 2) and transmitted; subsequent
inner coded packets can be successively generated (with
Alg. 2) and transmitted. For generation sizes above 1024,
i.e., outside our plotted range, RaptorQ has vastly superior
encoding throughput, as examined in detail in [100], due
to a linearly increasing asymptotic encoding computational
complexity in n; in contrast, the computational complexity
of RLNC encoding scales asymptotically with O(n2). The
implementation optimization of CodornicesRq has focused
on large values of n. Optimized implementations of RaptorQ
for small values of n are possible and are an interesting
direction for future research. The decoding throughput for
z = n + 20 examined next in Fig. 5(b) gives an indication
that CodornicesRq (Rel. 2.1) has generally substantial opti-
mization potential. Fig. 5(a) indicates that for a moderately
small generation size of n = 128, DSEP Fulcrum achieves
an encoding throughput above 600 MByte/s, i.e., roughly
twice times the encoding throughput of CodornicesRq. DSEP
Fulcrum inherits the very small static computational overhead
component in Kodo RLNC [101].

Fig. 5(b) and Table 2 give the RaptorQ decoding through-
put with y = 5 or y = n + 2 repair symbols and utilizing
z = n or n + 20 received coded packets for decoding.
The DSEP and original Fulcrum decoding may require a
few extra coded packets (beyond n coded packets) for suc-
cessful decoding, as examined in detail in Section V-C2,
however, the DSEP and Fulcrum decoding throughput does
not increase with the availability of additional coded packets.
We observe from Fig. 5(b) that for the very small generation
size n = 16, DSEP achieves substantially higher decoding
throughput than RaptorQ. Specifically, for n = 16, the DSEP
decoding throughput is roughly double the RaptorQ decod-
ing throughput if RaptorQ has 36 coded packets available
for decoding. If RaptorQ has only n = 16 coded packets
available for decoding, then the decoding throughput drops
roughly by a factor of ten to around 60Mbyte/s. The decoding
throughput of RaptorQ thus greatly increases with the number
of extra coded packets (beyond the number n of packets in
a generation). These results indicate that the CodornicesRq
computation for encoding and decoding with low overhead
for all generation sizes n will be dramatically faster once the
implementation has been optimized for the case when the
number of symbols used to generate the intermediate block
is close to n. In particular, the dramatic decoding throughput
increase for the small generation size n = 16 with 20 extra
coded packets indicates that there is significant potential for
speeding up the RaptorQ computations for encoding and
decoding with low overhead. On the other hand, for the large
n = 1024 generation size, RaptorQ achieves more than ten
times the DSEP decoding throughput. For large generation
sizes above n = 1024, the RaptorQ decoding through-
out is also much higher than the DSEP Fulcrum decoding
throughput as RaptorQ has a linear asymptotic decoding
complexity [100], while the underlying asymptotic compu-
tational complexity is O(n3) for RLNC decoding. Overall,
we can thus conclude that for small generation sizes n,
which are well-suited for small data sets and low-latency low-
bandwidth communication, DSEP Fulcrum achieves encod-
ing and decoding throughputs that are higher than for the
current CodornicesRq implementation of RaptorQ. On the
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FIGURE 6. Decoding probability of DSEP policies compared to original Fulcrum and SIDO Fulcrum for the combined or outer decoder and the inner
decoder as a function of the number of received extra inner coded packets beyond the number of n = 128 of original source packets in a generation.
Fixed parameters: r = 2 outer coding expansion packets, sparsity level w = 5 for SIDO, β = 0 for DSEP-S, and network without packet losses ε = 0.

other hand, for large generation sizes n, DSEP Fulcrum gives
lower throughputs than RaptorQ due to the higher asymptotic
complexity of the underlying RLNC encoding and decoding
in DSEP Fulcrum.

We return to the throughput evaluation of DSEP Fulcrum
to examine the impacts of the different DSEP policies and
the parameter δ. We first observe from Figs. 5(a) and (b) that
the two DSEP policies give generally very similar encoding
and decoding throughputs. Only for the outer decoder do
we observe that DSEP-S gives somewhat higher decoding
throughput than DSEP-R. In order to further investigate these
differences between the DSEP policies and to examine the
impact of the parameter δ, we compare in Table 2 the decod-
ing throughputs of the two DSEP policies for a range of gen-
eration sizes n and two parameter δ values. We observe from
Table 2 that DSEP-Swith r = 2, β = 0 achieves very slightly
higher decoding throughputs than DSEP-R with r = 2
for inner and combined decoding, while for outer decoding
the DSEP-S decoding throughput is up to approximately
1.5 times higher than for DSEP-R. We also observe from
Table 2 that this result is reversed for r = 10; in particular,
DSEP-R with r = 10 achieves higher decoding throughputs
than DSEP-S with r = 10, β = 4 (for brevity, only the
combined decoding throughputs are given in Table 2, but this
result holds for inner and outer decoding as well).

For r = 2, β = 0, most DSEP-S coded packets include
fewer outer expansion packets than the DSEP-R coded pack-
ets. In particular, DSEP-S keeps the number of included outer
expansion packets at µ = 0 up until the coded packets are
prepared for increasing the receiver rank above n − r − β.
In contrast, DSEP-R includes outer expansion packets ear-
lier, according to the region based policy, see illustration
in Fig. 4. The processing of these outer expansion packets
in the decoder requires computationally demanding GF(28)

operations. More specifically, with µ outer encoding expan-
sion packets, a given inner coded packet has on average
contributions from µ/2 outer expansion packets, i.e., pack-
ets with high field GF(28) coding coefficients. Thus, when
mapping back in the outer decoder [26], there are on average
µ/2 coding coefficient rows with GF(28) elements. These
high field coding coefficient rows greatly increase the mul-
tiplication operations in the decoding process, lowering the
decoding throughput. For r = 10, β = 4, this dynamic is
reversed so that DSEP-R coded packets include fewer outer
expansion packets than the DSEP-S coded packets.

We also observe from Table 2 that a smaller δ parameter
reduces the decoding throughput, whereby the impact of a
smaller δ becomes slightly less pronounced for the large
n = 512 generation size. As elaborated in the decoding
probability evaluation in Section V-C2, it is generally not nec-
essary to encode, transmit, and decode the nominal prescribed
number of δ extra coded packets. However, a smaller δ param-
eter increases the encoding density w (see Eqn. (13)), which
in turn increases the encoding and decoding computational
effort. Generally, for small generation sizes n the computation
effort is mainly a static overhead; however, for large n the
O(n3) proportionality of the decoding computations becomes
dominant [18]. Nevertheless, we observe from Table 2 that
for the small δ = 5, both DSEP policies with r = 2
achieve 1.7 fold or higher decoding throughput increases for
generation sizes of n = 128 and 512 compared to origi-
nal Fulcrum, while the decoding throughput increases with
r = 10 are about 1.3 for n = 128 and over 3.3 for n = 512.

2) DECODING PROBABILITY RESULTS
Fig. 6 shows the decoding probabilities (when having
received up to and including the ρth extra coded packet, i.e., a
total of n+ ρ coded packets) corresponding to the scenarios
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TABLE 3. Decoding probability (in percent) for combined or outer decoder as a function of the number r of outer expansion packets and the number of
received extra inner coded packets; fixed parameters: generation size n = 128, and β = 4.

investigated in the preceding throughput section. We observe
from Fig. 6 that for δ = 5, the DSEP policies achieve
approximately the same decoding probabilities as the original
Fulcrum approach; while for δ = 20, the DSEP decoding
probabilities are very slightly lower than the original Fulcrum
decoding probabilities. We also observe that SIDO Fulcrum
gives generally lower decoding probabilities than DSEP and
original Fulcrum. These decoding probability results confirm
that for a small δ parameter setting, the dynamic adaptation
of the sparsity level w(i) of the encoding as the receiver rank i
increases is effective in maintaining nearly the same level
of linear independence of the coding coefficients and thus
approximately the same high decoding probabilities across
the entire range of prior received coded packets (receiver
ranks) i, i = 0, 1, . . . (up n−1 for combined or outer decoder;
up to n + r − 1 for inner decoder). Thus, the DSEP policies
ensure nearly the same effective number of received linearly
independent coded packets and approximately the same high
decoding probabilities for a given number of received extra
coded packets as the original Fulcrum approach. In contrast,
the static (fixed) sparsity level of the SIDO approach suffers
from lowered decoding probabilities as the receiver rank i
approaches the generation size n (see Eqn. (3)) and therefore
requires more extra coded packets than DSEP and original
Fulcrum to decode a generation.

Table 3 further examines the decoding probability for com-
bined or outer decoding for r = 2, 4, 6, and 10 outer
expansion packets and for 0, 1, 2, and 3 received extra coded
packets. For r = 4, 6, and 10, the decoding probabilities
are one when receiving two or more extra coded packets and
the columns for 2 and 3 extra coded packets are therefore
omitted from the table. We observe from Table 3 that for the
small δ = 5, the DSEP decoding probabilities are equivalent
to or at most 0.6% lower than the original Fulcrum decod-
ing probabilities. Overall, for scenarios with high decoding
probabilities of 95% or higher for the original Fulcrum, both
DSEP policies with δ = 5 are within 0.2% of the original
Fulcrum decoding probabilities.

To put these Fulcrum DSEP RLNC decoding probability
results further in perspective, we compare with the decoding
probabilities of RaptorQ, which are 99%without any received
extra coded packets and 99.99% for one received extra coded
packet [56], [59]–[61]. We observe from Table 3 that for r =
10 outer coding expansion packets, both DSEP approaches
with δ = 5 achieve the 99% decoding probability without

FIGURE 7. Packet loss evaluation: Decoding failure probability of DSEP
policies compared to original Fulcrum as a function of the number of
transmitted extra inner coded packets beyond the n = 128 original source
packets for packet erasure probabilities ε = 0.05 (with point markers and
lines) and 0.1 (without point markers, only lines). Fixed parameters: r = 2
outer coded expansion packets, β = 4 for DSEP-S, δ = 5, combined or
outer decoder as well as inner decoder.

any received extra coded packets. Similarly, for r = 10 and
one received extra coded packets, both DSEP-R and DSEP-S
achieve the 99.99% decoding probability with δ = 5. Thus,
we conclude that DSEP with small δ parameter and moder-
ately large number r of extra coded packets achieves simi-
larly high decoding probabilities as RaptorQ (with the same
number of received coded packets). We note that the higher
number of r = 10 outer coding expansion packets reduces
the throughputs somewhat, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and Table 2;
however, for small generation sizes n, DSEP with r = 10
still achieves higher encoding throughput than RaptorQ. The
decoding throughput comparison depends on the number of
extra coded packets available for RaptorQ decoding: with one
extra packet (z = n + 1), DSEP decodes faster; while for
twenty extra packets (z = n + 20), CodornicesRq decodes
faster.

3) IMPACT OF FEEDBACK AND PACKET LOSSES
This section evaluates the impact of feedback about the
actual receiver rank i to the encoder and the impact of losses
(erasures) of transmitted coded packets during the network
transport. Initially, we focus on packet losses and continue
to consider DSEP without feedback and compare in Fig. 7
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TABLE 4. Decoding throughput [MByte/s] of DSEP policies with and without perfect feedback and original Fulcrum for inner, combined, and outer
decoder, as well as RaptorQ for different packet erasure probabilities ε; fixed parameters: DSEP parameters δ = 5, β = 4, as well as RaptorQ parameter
y = nε/(1− ε).

the cumulative decoding failure probability for the two DSEP
policies against the original Fulcrum approach. We plot the
log-scaled cumulative decoding failure probability of a gen-
eration of n original source packets as a function of the
number τ of transmitted extra coded packets beyond n coded
packets, i.e., the probability that the decoding fails when
having transmitted up to and including the τ th extra coded
packet. We observe that in the regions with small decoding
failure probabilities below around 0.6, the DSEP policies
achieve slightly smaller decoding failure probabilities than
the original Fulcrum approach. The underlying reason for this
small difference in the decoding probabilities is mainly due
to a subtle difference in the generation of the non-zero coding
coefficients in the inner encoding. In the original Fulcrum
approach, the conventional dense inner encoder generates an
average number of (n + r)/2 non-zero coding coefficients.
Thus, for a given coded packet, the actual number of non-zero
coding coefficients may randomly vary around the mean of
(n+r)/2. In contrast, when the number of transmitted packets
in the DSEP policies without feedback exceeds n, then the
number of non-zero coding coefficients is deterministically
set to (n + r)/2, see Eqn. (13). The combination of a few
more packets from the outer encoding in the inner encoding
can very slightly increase the decoding success probability as
the receiver rank i approaches n for the outer or combined
decoder (or n+ r for the inner encoder).

Overall, Fig. 7 illustrates and confirms the packet era-
sure correction capabilities of DSEP Fulcrum: Since orig-
inal Fulcrum and DSEP Fulcrum are built on underlying
full-vector RLNC [102], where each coded packet equally
considers each source data packet, each coded packet in
a given generation is capable of ‘‘repairing’’ the loss of
any coded packet of the generation. Thus, the number of
transmitted extra coded packets for achieving a prescribed

decoding success probability is, for the considered one-hop
transmission, equivalent to the number packet transmissions
that is required to achieve the corresponding number of linear
independent coded packets at the receiver over the lossy
network. For instance, for ρ = 1 extra received coded packet
in Fig. 6, (n+τ ) = (n+ρ)/(1−ε) = 129/0.95 ≈ 136 coded
packets, i.e., τ = 8 extra coded packets need to be transmitted
in the ε = 0.05 case (see Fig. 7). Thus, the curves in Fig. 7
essentially correspond to the curves in Fig. 6 shifted by the
factor 1/(1−ε) (applied to the total number of received coded
packets n+ ρ) to the right.

We have evaluated the decoding probability with perfect
feedback in additional simulations. With perfect feedback,
the encoder learns about the impact of a transmitted coded
packet on the receiver rank i before encoding the next packet.
We found that the decoding probabilities with perfect feed-
back are very slightly lower, typically only 1–3% lower com-
pared to the decoding probabilities without feedback in Fig. 7.
We have furthermore evaluated the decoding throughput for
the DSEP policies without feedback and with perfect feed-
back, see Table 4. The decoding throughput in Table 4 is
based on the decoding computation time for a complete gen-
eration whereby all coded packets required for decoding are
available to the decoder. We observe from Table 4 that the
perfect feedback typically increases the decoding throughput
by 5–20% compared to the operation without feedback. With
perfect feedback, the encoder utilizes the current true receiver
rank i for setting the numberµ of utilized outer coding expan-
sion packets and the sparsity level w(i) for encoding the next
packet. In contrast, without feedback, the encoder assumes
that each transmitted coded packet increments the receiver
rank i. However, the transmission of a coded packet that is lin-
early dependent to the already received coded packets or the
loss of a transmitted coded packet during network transport
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do not increment the receiver rank i. Accordingly, without
feedback, the encoder tends to overestimate the receiver
rank i, i.e., the encoder assumes that the receiver rank i is
higher than it actually is. In the DSEP policies, a higher
receiver rank i generally leads to a higher number µ of
utilized outer coding expansion packets and a higher density
w, i.e., to a denser coding with a higher number µ of utilized
outer coding expansion packets. The denser coding with a
higher numberµ of outer coding expansion packets generally
increases the decoding probability and increases the decoding
computation time, i.e., reduces the decoding throughput.

We further observe from Table 4 that for the DSEP poli-
cies without feedback, the decoding throughput somewhat
decreases (typically less than 10%) as the packet erasure
probability increases from ε = 0.05 to 0.1. This is because
a higher packet erasure probability ε leads to a more pro-
nounced overestimation of the receiver rank i at the encoder
as relatively more transmitted packets are lost in the network.
Correspondingly, the encoder utilizes relatively more outer
expansion packets µ and a higher coding density w, requiring
more decoding computations. The DSEP policies with per-
fect feedback give essentially the same decoding throughput,
irrespective of the packet loss probability ε, as the perfect
feedback continuously gives the encoder the current correct
receiver rank i. Throughout, the DSEP inner and combined
decoding throughputs are competitive compared to RaptorQ
decoding for these smaller values of n.

Overall, we conclude from the evaluations for packet
erasures without feedback and with perfect feedback that
the practical DSEP policies without feedback continue to
perform well for packet erasures: The decoding probabil-
ity remains high (actually very slightly increases) and the
decoding throughput is only somewhat reduced by the packet
losses. In particular, for a 10% packet erasure probability,
the DSEP policies without feedback still achieve approxi-
mately 1.5 fold higher inner and outer decoding throughput,
and about 1.4 fold higher combined decoder throughput than
the original Fulcrum approach.

4) RECODING IN INTERMEDIATE NETWORK NODES
The DSEP evaluation has so far focused on end-to-end (one-
hop) network coding. An important aspect of network coding
is recoding in intermediate network nodes [103], [104]. The
conventional options for Fulcrum recoding [26] at interme-
diate nodes tend to cumulatively increase the coding density
(decreasing the decoding throughput at the receiver). In par-
ticular, for conventional recoding, an intermediate network
node buffers all received coded packets for a given generation
and XORs a randomly chosen half of the buffered pack-
ets with each other to create a recoded packet for onward
transmission. (Kodo recoding limits the number of consid-
ered coded packets to the most recently received n packets,
although more than n coded packets may be received at an
intermediate node, e.g., due to packet losses downstream.)
As more and more coded packets are received and buffered
for a given generation, more and more packets are XORed

with each other, which tends to increase the coding density
of the resulting recoded packets.

Therefore, DSEP requires novel recoding mechanisms that
control the coding density during the recoding. We exam-
ine an elementary recoding mechanism for DSEP in this
section. This elementary recoding mechanism is suitable for
network nodes with limited memory that can store only a
few recently received packets. The network node recodes
a small prescribed number of the recently received packets
e.g., the three most recently received packets, and transmits
the recoded packet. This recoding based on a few recently
received packets may alter the sparsity from the sparsity at the
encoder. However, for scenarios with slowly varying sparsity
at the encoder, the deviation from the sparsity level of the
encoder should be minor.

One potential problem with recoding a small number of
received packets is that all random coding coefficients in
GF(2) for linearly combining the received packets (i.e.,
XORing the received packets with a new coding coefficient of
one in GF(2)) to create the recoded packet are zero. In order
to avoid all zeros, our recoder deterministically assigns the
latest (most recent) incoming packet a coding coefficient
of one, and randomly generates the remaining coding coef-
ficients with the full density, i.e., each of these remaining
coding coefficients is one with probability 1/2. For example,
when recoding the three most recently received packets, the
possible new coefficients (from oldest to newest of the three
packets) can be 0 0 1, 0 1 1, 1 0 1, or 1 1 1 (whereby
each of these new coding coefficient vectors occurs with
probability 1/4).When beginning the recoding of a generation
of coded packets, our elementary DSEP recoding mechanism
forwards the first received coded packet of the generation
without recoding to the next hop; the second received coded
packet is combined with the first received coded packet with
probability 0.5, i.e., the new coding coefficients are 0 1 or 1
1 (each with probability 1/2).

In our DSEP evaluation, each intermediate network node
always recodes the three most recently received packets
to create a recoded packet for transmission, irrespective of
whether packet losses have occurred or not. Future recoding
refinements could add a protocol mechanism to detect packet
erasures, e.g., [105], and to only create a recoded packet
when a packet erasure has been detected. To illustrate the
effects of the recoding of three buffered packets, consider an
example scenario with very sparse encoding with very small
w(i) at the beginning of a generation. Suppose that each of the
three buffered coded packets is a linear combination of w(i)
different source packets, which is likely if w(i) � n. Our
recoding includes the most recently received coded packet
with probability one, and each of the two preceding coded
packets with probability 1/2. Thus, in the considered scenario,
a recoded packet will on average be a linear combination
of 2w(i) source packets, i.e., the recoding has effectively
doubled the coding density.

As an extension to the packet loss evaluation in
Section V-C3, we consider a linear multi-hop network path
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with a prescribed number of intermediate network nodes
ranging from 0 (which corresponds to the one-hop scenario
in Section V-C3) to 10 intermediate network nodes. The links
from the sender to the last intermediate network nodes have
a packet erasure probability of ε = 0.05, while the link from
the last intermediate network node to the receiver has a higher
packet erasure probability of ε = 0.3 (corresponding to an
error-prone wireless last hop).

Fig. 8(a) shows the average number of transmitted coded
packets that are required for successful decoding as a function
of the number of intermediate network nodes. In particu-
lar, Fig. 8(a) considers DSEP-R Fulcrum with recoding of
the most recently received three coded packets with inner
and combined decoding. Furthermore, Fig. 8(a) considers
the original Fulcrum with recoding by XORing a randomly
chosen half of all (up to n) coded packets that have been
received so far in a given generation. For benchmarking,
Fig. 8(a) also considers (full-vector) RLNC encoding with
full coding density in GF(2) and GF(28), with recoding in
GF(2) (by XORing) and in GF(28) (through linear combina-
tion of all buffered packets with new random GF(28) coding
coefficients), respectively, whereby the recoding considers all
buffered received coded packets (i.e., up to n packets when the
end of a generation is reached). Moreover, Fig. 8(a) gives the
required average number of transmitted coded packets when
the intermediate nodes simply forward the original Fulcrum
coded packets (without recoding).

We observe from Fig. 8(a) that recoding in intermediate
network nodes generally reduces the number of required
packet transmissions. The reduction of the number of
required packet transmissions becomes more pronounced
with increasing number of intermediate network nodes and
is due to the inherent gains of in-network recoding [38].
Examining closely the results for zero intermediate network
nodes, i.e., a direct link from encoder to decoder with a packet
erasure probability of 0.3, we observe that Full RLNC GF(2)
requires about 2.3 more transmitted coded packets than Full
RLNCGF(28). This is due to the linear dependencies of cod-
ing a generation of n = 32 source packets in GF(2), which
requires about 5%, i.e., 1.6, more coded packets for successful
decoding than coding in GF(28) [95], in combination with
the packet loss probability of 0.3, requiring then on average
1.6/0.7 = 2.3 more coded packet transmissions. We further
observe that inner decoding of DSEP-R as well as the original
Fulcrum both with recoding and forwarding requires about
51 transmitted coded packets. This is because the design of
the inner Fulcrum decoder requires n + r = 32 + 2 linearly
independent GF(2) coded packets. Considering that approx-
imately 5% additional coded packets need to be received due
to linear dependencies, in combination with the 0.3 packet
erasure probability, gives on average 34 · 1.05/0.7 = 51
required coded packet transmissions.

As the number of recoding intermediate network nodes
increases, we observe from Fig. 8(a) that original Fulcrum
with inner decoding consistently requires about three more
transmitted coded packets than RLNC GF(2), while original

FIGURE 8. Evaluation of DSEP recoding with three most recently received
packets. Fixed parameters: generation size n = 32, r = 2 outer coding
expansion packets; δ = 5.

Fulcrum with combined decoding tends to require a very
slightly increasing number of transmitted coded packets com-
pared to full RLNC GF(28). Original Fulcrum employs the
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same inner recoding of all buffered received (up to n = 32)
packets as full RLNC GF(2); however, due to the Fulcrum
coding structure with r = 2 outer coding expansion packets,
the Fulcrum inner decoder requires an extra two linearly inde-
pendent coded packets at the receiver, which requires on aver-
age the transmission of 2 · 1.05/0.7 more coded packets due
to the linear dependence of theGF(2) coding coefficients and
the packet erasures. On the other hand, the Fulcrum combined
decoder requires the same number of linearly independent
coded packets as conventional RLNC decoding, namely n lin-
early independent coded packets. However, Fulcrum employs
only inner recoding in GF(2) in the intermediate network
nodes; whereas, full RLNC GF(28) recodes in GF(28). The
inner recoding in GF(2) is computationally less demand-
ing, but is more likely to introduce linear dependencies that
require the transmission of additional coded packets.

We observe from Fig. 8(a) that as the number of recoding
intermediate network nodes increases, DSEP with inner and
combined decoding requires slightly more (at most 2–3 more
for 10 intermediate nodes) transmitted coded packets than
the corresponding original Fulcrum with inner and combined
decoding, respectively. This is mainly due to the sparsity of
the recoding in DSEP. Our DSEP recoding considers only the
latest three received coded packets; thus, limiting the cod-
ing density during the recoding, while incurring more linear
dependencies (which in turn implies that more coded packets
need to be transmitted to enable decoding). We verified in
additional evaluations that considering all (up to n = 32)
received DSEP coded packets in the recoding would reduce
the number of required packet transmissions down to the
levels required by the original Fulcrum with recoding of
all (up to n = 32) received packets. Overall, we observe
from Fig. 8(a) that DSEP-R Fulcrum requires only slightly
(up to 2–3) more transmitted coded packets than the origi-
nal Fulcrum across the entire range of examined number of
intermediate network nodes and is thus suitable for effective
recoding in intermediate network nodes.

Fig. 8(b) shows the decoding throughput as a function
of the number of intermediate network nodes where recod-
ing occurred. We observe from Fig. 8(b) that the DSEP-R
Fulcrum decoding throughput decreases as the number of
intermediate network nodes increases from zero to two. This
is mainly due to the increase in coding density resulting from
the recoding in the intermediate network nodes. Nevertheless,
we observe from Fig. 8(b) that DSEP Fulcrum with inner
and combined decoding still achieves substantial decoding
throughput increases compared to the respective original
Fulcrum schemes and these throughput increases persist as
the number of intermediate network nodes increases beyond
two. Importantly, DSEP-R with combined decoding, which
achieved favorable decoding probabilities in Section III-C3,
suffers only minimal decoding throughput reductions with
increasing number of intermediate recoding nodes (and cor-
respondingly more lossy transmission hops). With combined
decoding, the increase in the inner coding density due to
the recoding in the intermediate network nodes causes only

a very minor reduction of the decoding throughput since
the computational complexity for the combined decoding is
dominated by the GF(28) computational components of the
combined decoding.

Fig 8(c) shows the recoding throughput at an intermediate
network node. The recoding throughput is measured as the
total recoded data volume, i.e., the number of coded pack-
ets times the packet payload size, that has to be processed
at the intermediate network nodes to successfully decode
a generation at the receiver, divided by the total recoding
computation time at all intermediate network nodes. Note
that the total recoded data volume is the aggregate of all
recoded packets that are created through recoding at all the
intermediate network nodes. For instance, the delivery of one
coded packet to the receiver via η intermediate network nodes
involves a recoded data volume of η data packet payload
sizes if there are no packet losses; with η = 1 intermediate
node and a packet loss probability of ε2 on the link from
the intermediate node to the receiver, the delivery of one
coded packet to the receiver involves on average 1/(1 − ε2)
recoded packet payload sizes. The total recoding computation
time is the aggregate of the recoding processing times at all
intermediate network nodes. Thus, the recoding throughput
gives the effective generation rate of recoded packets at a
given intermediate network node. We observe from Fig 8(c)
that DSEP recoding achieves vastly higher recoding through-
put than original Fulcrum. This is mainly due to the limited
number of only three packets involved in the DSEP recoding,
whereas the original Fulcrum recoding may linearly combine
up to n = 32 coded packets to create a recoded packet.
Full RLNC achieves the same recoding throughput as original
Fulcrum as both conduct the same GF(2) recoding opera-
tions; while the GF(28) recoding of Full RLNC GF(28) is
computationally more demanding, resulting in a low recod-
ing throughput of just slightly above 200 Mbyte/s. Overall,
these recoding throughput results in Fig 8(c) indicate that
with DSEP encoding, a network node with the computing
capacity of the experimental PC, see Section III-C1, can
simultaneously recode two packet traffic flows that operate
with the full combined decoding throughput in Fig 8(b).
An important future research direction is to further reduce the
computational complexity of recoding so that network nodes
with limited computational capabilities can recode several
traversing packet traffic flows.

An interesting direction for future research is to develop
and evaluate novel Fulcrum recoding protocol mechanisms
that preserve a prescribed sparse coding density so as to avoid
the decrease in decoding throughput observed in Fig. 8(b).
A recoding mechanism for intermediate network nodes with
abundant memory could store all packets received for a
generation thus far and examine the coding coefficients of
the received packets to detect their sparsity levels. Then,
the intermediate node can judiciously combine selected pack-
ets through the XOR operation to approximate a prescribed
sparsity level. Note that packet erasures (losses) may make it
impossible to achieve exactly the same sparsity level of the
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source node, thus some flexible packet selection mechanisms
need to be developed to closely approximate the prescribed
sparsity level.

VI. CONCLUSION
The recently proposed Fulcrum approach to Random Linear
Network Coding (RLNC) combines a high Galois field (GF)
outer coding (generating a static number of outer expansion
packets) with a static dense small GF inner coding [26].
In the present study, we have generalized Fulcrum coding
to dynamically adapt the number of utilized outer expansion
packets and the level of density, i.e., equivalently, the sparsity,
of the inner coding. In particular, we first examined the
four possible combinations of conventional dense coding and
static sparse coding for the outer and inner coding in Fulcrum.
We concluded that sparse inner with dense outer (SIDO) cod-
ing achieves a favorable compromise between high through-
put and high decoding probability.

Next, we introduced the dynamic adaptation of the sparsity
level as a function of the number of utilized outer expansion
packets and the number of linearly independent coded packets
at the receiver (i.e., the receiver rank).We then introduced and
evaluated dynamic sparsity and expansion packets (DSEP)
policies that dynamically adapt the number of utilized outer
expansion packets as a function of the receiver rank.We found
that the DSEP policies increase the encoding throughput
more than tenfold for large generation sizes compared to the
conventional Fulcrum approach, while the decoding through-
put is increased 1.7 to 4.3 fold. DSEP incurs only very
slight reductions (less than 1%) of the decoding probabilities
compared to the original Fulcrum approach. We found that
the practical DSEP operation without feedback about the
receiver rank performs nearly as well as DSEP operation with
perfect feedback, even when coded packets are lost during
network transport. For 10% packet losses, the feedback-free
DSEP still achieved 1.4 fold or higher decoding throughput
increases compared to the original Fulcrum approach.

The DSEP concept that we introduced in this arti-
cle and the corresponding publicly available code at
https://github.com/nguyenvutud/DSEP open up several inter-
esting direction for future research. The present study has
focused on generation based RLNC. It would be interesting in
future research to explore the DSEP concept in the context of
sliding windowRLNC [42]–[47]. For sliding windowRLNC,
a DSEP policy could adapt the sparsity and extra coded pack-
ets according to the status of the receiver for a given current
sliding window position. Furthermore, the DSEP Fulcrum
coding in this article has been limited to non-systematic cod-
ing (specifically, only the outer coding has been systematic,
but the inner coding has been non-systematic); an important
future research direction is to extend DSEP Fulcrum coding
to fully systematic coding [15], [33]–[35] so as to allow
the immediate transmission of the uncoded source packets
without any encoding delay. Additionally, the speed-up of the
DSEP Fulcrum encoding and decoding computations through
specialized parallel computing strategies on multicore plat-

forms [16]–[19] should be explored in future research. More-
over, the sparsity and extra coded packets could be adapted
according to the loss conditions, e.g., high-loss periods could
delay the increase of the receiver rank. The present study has
examined the DSEP concept in the context of the Fulcrum
multi-layer networking coding paradigm. Future research
could explore the DSEP concept in other multi-layer coding
paradigms involving network coding, e.g., in the context of
batched sparse (BATS) network coding based on genera-
tions [106], [107] or a sliding window [94], employing RLNC
as the inner code and a Luby transform outer code [52].
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